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I'm in the back right corner table eating alone
As your hungry eyes are eating away at me
Years later I'm driving on the side of the road
Lustful stares haunt me, Everywhere!

High school never ends!
The road's a bigger highway where other waters
meet...
On a river running red
The boats taking me farther and farther away

It will be up, It will be up to them
To cast you out and make you feel worthless
Congratulations to the class of two thousand fail

Take it back now, take it back
You might regret the words comin' out now
So just bite your tongue

You know it's really not like me to give you the third
degree

If high school never ends, why're you looking at me, 
just a face on your TV. 
Heres to all those who said "You won't make it very far"

Too bad you weren't seeing stars.

*This is our chance, to show you all, what we're made
of*

It will be up, It will be up to them
To cast you out and make you feel worthless
Congratulations to the class of two thousand fail [x2]

*This is our chance, to show you all, What we're made
of*

*Endless (Always) Dreaming(Always), For nightmares
never come to end*
And that they go marching in single file
Do they even know what's in store for them?
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What do you know?[x3]

I know that high school never ends, No!
High school never ends, ends ends, 

It will be up, It will be up to them
To cast you out and make you feel worthless
Congratulations to the class of two thousand fail [x2]
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